A forum exploring the issues arising from the bill before the NSW Legislative Council called ‘Zoe’s Law’ directed at conferring the status of personhood on foetuses over 20 weeks gestation for the purposes of criminal assault.

Programme

10:00 am   Morning Tea/Meet and Greet
10:30 am   Welcome – **Professor Paul Martin**
10:45 am   Introduction - **Mr Scot MacDonald MLC**
10:50 am   Background to the Bill, presented by **Ms Fran Wright**, Lecturer in Law, University of New England

11:00 am   **Ms Hannah Roberts**, Lecturer in Law, La Trobe University, Melbourne
11:20 am   **Mr Andrew East**, Lead Pastor, Armidale Church of Christ
11:40 am   **Mr Max Mansoor**, Director of Clinical Medicine, Armidale Hospital
12:00 noon   **Ms Catherine Henry**, Partner, Catherine Henry Partners
12:20 pm   **Dr Philippa Ramsay**, Visiting Medical Officer & Lecturer, Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, Sydney, Sydney Adventist Hospital, Sydney University and University of Notre Dame

12:40 pm   **Ms Denele Crozier**, CEO of Women’s Health NSW
1:00 pm   LUNCH
1:45 pm to 2:30 pm   Discussion and Debate

Note: Speaking times are approximate. Questions and discussion are invited at the end of each speaker.